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Communication networks play an important role in the process of political
socialization. This article, based on Taiwan’s 2002 Taipei and Kaohsiung may-
oral election data, investigates the extent to which political discussion with
family and close friends affects changes in vote choices. Using two definitions
of changes in vote choice—vote switching and partisan defection—the empir-
ical findings support Alan Zuckerman and his followers’ structural theory and
partially sustain Paul Beck’s social support theory. First, partisan voters in both
cities who perceive great heterogeneity in their communication networks are
likely to switch their vote in two consecutive elections. Second, partisan vot-
ers in Kaohsiung who frequently discuss politics within communication net-
works are not likely to defect their party identification. The implications of the
findings for the development of deliberative democracy are discussed.
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In the months leading up to the Taiwanese presidential election of
2004, election commentators were nearly unanimous in predicting

the victory of the Kuomintang (the Nationalist Party or KMT) and the
People First Party (PFP) and their “dream team” of nominees Lien
Chang and James Soong. To the surprise of the pundits, the KMT was
defeated by the slate of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), which
included the incumbents Chen Sui-bian and Annette Lu. KMT had
dominated Taiwanese politics before 2000 and, even though the DPP
won in 2000, more voters identified themselves as members of the
KMT than any other party in the months leading up to the 2004 elec-
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tion. The DPP victory of 2000 had appeared to be a blip on the radar
screen, which was expected to be washed away by the restoration of the
KMT in 2004, but it was not to be.

A research team provides a sociological perspective to explain the
microfoundations of vote changes, “no matter the importance of beliefs
and understanding of citizens, political preferences respond to patterns
of social interaction and to the social contexts of people’s lives.”1 The
sources of influence on voter preferences (e.g., the issues discussed in
a campaign, the personalities of the candidates, and their historical
records) enter the political awareness of individual voters through a
variety of paths, but they are always mediated by social interaction
within communication networks (i.e., family, friends, and/or colleagues
with whom we discuss politics).

According to this perspective, the “blip” in 2000 scattered DPP
voters throughout various social networks, increasing the support for its
views in various contexts. Although it is possible for individuals in
their social networks to resist change and to reenforce older lines of
opinion, it is also possible for the reverse to happen.2 The KMT’s defeat
in 2004 reflects the fact that the DPP was gaining support in both the
south and the north. In social networks that were dominated by the
KMT before 2000, a sprinkling of DPP supporters was sufficient to sow
the seeds of further change. On the other hand, where the DPP was
already established, its newly converted supporters were encouraged
and supported by their newly like-minded neighbors.

In this article, I define changes in vote choices with two concepts:
partisan defection (i.e., voting against one’s current party identifica-
tion) and vote switching (i.e., voting against one’s choice in the last
mayoral election). These two concepts or definitions are consistent
with the two theories about vote changes I examine: a structural theory
of vote choice and a social support theory of partisan defection.

Survey data gathered in the 2002 mayoral elections of Taipei and
Kaohsiung offers support for a set of simple contentions about the
process of social interaction and political change. A higher degree of
political disagreement perceived within communication networks leads
to partisan defection (i.e., voting for a candidate nominated by the oppo-
site political party at the end of a campaign season) and vote switching
(i.e., voting for a candidate of a party in the previous election but voting
for a candidate of the opposite party in the current election). With limi-
tations, the findings suggest that the sociological approach helps explain
that the DPP’s victory in 2004 would not be such a great surprise. T h i s
attempt to use the sociological approach to explain vote choices sheds
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light on the current discussions about deliberative democracy and pro-
vides reflections on the limitations of rational choices. It also contributes
to the development of theories of social networks and perspectives about
strengthening democracy.

Taipei and Kaohsiung are two political centers of Taiwan. Taipei,
in the north, is in the region that has been dominated by the KMT since
World War II. Kaohsiung is in the south, where the other parties, espe-
cially the DPP, have been growing in popularity among voters. A con-
ventional wisdom is that there is a North-South difference in political
culture, but little research focuses on the North-South difference in vot-
ing behavior. This article shows no distinct North-South difference
with regard to partisan defection in 2002. However, it shows that parti-
san voters in Kaohsiung who pay great attention to TV news are less
likely to switch their vote (i.e., their votes in 2004 were consistent with
their vote in the 1998 mayoral election) than their counterparts paying
little attention to TV news.

The next section reviews how discussing politics within communi-
cation networks affects changes in vote choices. It summarizes the vari-
ables to be used for model construction. The third section formulates
two hypotheses, discusses the measurements of the variables, and eval-
uates the datasets. The fourth section reports the results of logistic
analysis. The final section discusses the implications of the findings
and points out limitations to overcome in future research.

The Literature of Communication 
Network Effects on Vote Choices

This section reviews the literature accounting for vote changes. The
first subsection outlines three aspects of communication network
effects: incongruence between a voter’s party identification and that of
fellow network members, the frequency of interaction with communi-
cation networks, and the interaction with other types of networks. The
second subsection summarizes the other variables accounting for the
changes of vote choices.3

Effects of Communication Networks on 
Voting Stability and Partisan Defection

In 1944, Paul Lazarsfeld and his colleagues at the Bureau of A p p l i e d
Social Research at Columbia University published The People’s Choice.
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That book founded the sociological approach to study voting behavior.
In the 1960s and 1970s, the sociological approach did not garner as
much attention as the so-called rational choice school or the Michigan
s c h o o l ’s political psychology approach that emphasizes individual
a t t r i b u t e s .4 In the 1980s, the Columbia school regained attention. T h e
Columbia school of electoral studies proposes that social context (i.e.,
the variables and settings external to personal calculus) plays the criti-
cal role in shaping voters’ preferences. Individuals create their own
social networks based on individual choices of partners and on intersec-
tions “between the externally imposed social context and the citizens’
own exogenous preference.”5 It encourages scholars to take into account
various aspects of contextual effects, such as the backgrounds of net-
work members, the types of networks, and the way an individual inter-
acts with fellow network members. Inspired by the three approaches of
electoral studies, recent models of voting behavior tend to include soci-
ological, psychological, and contextual variables.

Interpersonal communication about politics has been recognized as
a form of political participation.6 Scholars have found that interacting
with communication networks influences political involvement.7 Such
interaction will lead people to attend public forums and to respond to
local policy changes.8 Studies also show that messages with personal
relevance that are presented by a trusted source are more likely to be
accepted.9 The impact of networks is mitigated by the tendency to talk
to like-minded others, mostly family members.10

The heterogeneity of communication networks and the perception of
incongruence. Studies on social network influence on voting choices
include the following three perspectives: the perception of heterogene-
ity in network members’ backgrounds, the frequency of discussing pol-
itics, and interaction with other types of networks. First and most
importantly, the perception of the congruity with respect to party iden-
tification explains the stability of one’s voting choices. Alan Zucker-
man and his colleagues studied British elections (1964–1966,
1966–1970, and 1970–1974) and US elections (1956–1960) and pro-
posed a structural theory of voting choice, suggesting that when voters
interact with network members that have similar party identification
and similar social backgrounds (such as class, ethnicity, and religion),
the voters are likely to be consistent in their voting choices in adjacent
elections.11 Charles Pattie and Ron Johnston’s studies on British elec-
tions and James Liu’s study on New Zealand and Japan also support
this theory.12
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While Zuckerman and colleagues’ theory deals with vote switch-
ing, Paul Beck’s thesis of social support aims to deal with partisan
defection, another format of changes in vote choices. Based on the US
1992 presidential election data, his models suggest that the perception
of heterogeneity in communication network members’ voting prefer-
ences will increase the likelihood of partisan defection. Most partisan
voters do not defect, because they perceive support from network mem-
b e r s ’ party identification. He argues that communication networks aff e c t
both partisan and nonpartisan voters; such communication network
influence is even stronger than partisanship. As he concludes, “Among
partisans, defections to the opposition party’s candidate were more
likely in the absence of discussant network support for their own party’s
candidate and the presence of discussants favoring the opposition.”1 3

The interaction with other types of networks. The second perspective
of network influence is individuals’ interaction with other types of net-
works. Political discussion networks can be merely one of many types
in one’s political life. A voter’s political campaign network may not
overlap the political discussion network. Zuckerman his colleagues’
suggest that political party networks and social class networks are
important variables of voting stability. They found that involvement in
partisan activities, which implies interaction with people with similar
party identification, and interaction with middle-class people increase
the likelihood of voting stability. This social class network effect is
found in the United States but not in Britain.14 In the United States, the
more interaction with the middle class, the lower the likelihood of vote
switching. Additionally, the ethnic-religious network is also a statisti-
cally significant factor of voting stability.15 Therefore, in a study of
social networks, it is necessary to include one or more other types of
network as alternative explanatory variables. Other variables suggested
by the literature are summarized in the next subsection.

The frequency of discussing politics. The third aspect of communica-
tion network effect is the frequency of discussing politics. Frequent
interaction with like-minded people bolsters personal opinions, stabi-
lizes attitudes, reduces changing voting preferences, and encourages
voting in the same direction. Frequent discussion on a given issue helps
construct attitudinal consistency on the issue.16

The other studies show negative evidence. Zuckerman and col-
leagues  maintain that the frequency of discussion is contingent on the
characteristics of discussants and networks. The frequency of interac-
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tion and the amount of information being exchanged between individ-
uals do not matter very much in terms of maintaining the consistency
of voting preferences between individuals and their discussants. They
suggest that what matters is the social and political homogeneity or
cohesion of individuals’ “social intimates,” including the homogeneity
in class identification (working class or middle class), union member-
ship, religion, and marital status.17 A recent work on the lasting of polit-
ical disagreement also corresponds to Zuckerman and colleagues’ argu-
ment: that the frequency of discussing politics within communication
networks should not really matter, unless there is diversity in the net-
work that can lend support to diverse opinions.18 In short, the frequency
should not have independent and direct effect on voting choices; its
effect depends on the heterogeneity of communication networks.

Hypotheses, Variable Measurements,
Ïand the Datasets

Hypotheses

The literature suggests that homogeneous communication networks
stabilize changes in vote choices. As changes in vote choices can refer
to vote switching that occurs in two consecutive elections, or partisan
defection that occurs during a campaign season, I formulate two
hypotheses (and therefore two models) accordingly. First, the more
incongruence in party preference a voter perceives, the more likely he
or she will vote for a candidate from the party against the party he or
she voted for in the previous election. The null hypothesis is that there
is no relationship between perceived incongruence and vote switching;
the alternative hypothesis is that such incongruence decreases the like-
lihood of vote switching. Second, the more incongruence in party pref -
erence a voter perceives, the more likely he or she will vote for a can -
didate against his or her own party identification. The null hypothesis
is that there is no relationship between perceived incongruence and par-
tisan defection, while the alternative hypothesis is that such incongru-
ence decreases the likelihood of partisan defection.

Models and Variable Measurements

Because this article uses two definitions of vote changes, vote switch-
ing and partisan defection, I construct two models for each definition.
The model of vote switching is based on Zuckerman’s theory of vote
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stability; the model of partisan defection is based on Beck’s social sup-
port theory. Both models, according to Zuckerman’s and Beck’s origi-
nal models, have communication network variables (i.e., incongruence
with communication network members in party preference, interaction
with political party networks, and frequency of discussing politics). I
also include in both models the following control variables: attention to
the news media, partisan strength, voting stability, and vote choice in
the 2000 presidential election. The following paragraphs provide more
information about measurements of the variables.

The dependent variable of Model 1, the first measurement of vote
changes, is vote switching. The coding of +1 denotes inconsistent vote
choice from the last mayoral election (1998) to the 2002 election, while
0 is denoted for consistent voting. The dependent variable of Model 2,
the second measurement of vote change, is partisan defection. The cod-
ing of +1 denotes voting for a candidate from the opposite political party
and 0 denotes voting for a candidate of the same political party. Note
that this way of coding works in democracies of a two-party system, but
it excludes a significant number of observations in democracies with
multiple political parties. It will neglect two situations—that smaller
political parties do no have candidates, and that in Ta i w a n ’s 2002 may-
oral elections, only two major political parties (KMT and DPP) nomi-
nated candidates. Hence, supporters of other political parties need to
vote for a candidate from the same political camp or from the opposite
camp. Therefore, I add one other coding scheme for partisan defection:
partisan defection is coded 1 for voting for a candidate from the oppo-
site political camp and 0 for voting for a candidate from the same polit-
ical camp.

The three explanatory variables used in both models include incon-
gruence with communication network in party preference, political party
network, and the frequency of discussing politics. First, i n c o n g ru e n c e
with communication network in party pre f e rence has two values, –1 and
+1: –1 denotes perceiving homogeneous party identification within com-
munication networks, while +1 denotes perceiving high incongruence.
Second, political party network, an index, ranging from 0 to 3, measures
the likelihood and the extent to which a person will interact with party
activists. Third, the frequency of discussing politics, an ordinal variable
ranging from 1 to 4, measures how frequently (from low to high) a
respondent interacts with his or her communication network.

Both models have the following four control variables: partisan
strength, attention to the news media, voting stability, and voting expe-
riences in the most recent election. The literature suggests two lists of
variables that account for changes in vote choices: social context vari-
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ables (including heterogeneity of communication networks, frequency
of discussion politics, interaction with political party networks and
social class networks, and attention to the news media);19 and political-
psychological variables (including the perception of social support,
partisan strength, perceptions of dominance parties, subjective evalua-
tion of candidates, and retrospective views about economy status).20

Indeed, it is impractical and unnecessary to include all these variables
in the models. Hence, in order to control for voters’ experiences and
their political interest, I chose the four control variables. First, partisan
strength measures the extent to which the respondent is partisan-
minded (1 for a little bit, 2 for somewhat, and 3 for strongly feel
inclined toward a political party). I include this variable because strong
partisanship is conventionally regarded as a long-lasting and consistent
stabilizer of voting choices. The stronger a voter’s partisanship, the less
likely he or she is to switch votes in consecutive elections. Second, I
include attention to the mass media in the models because news media
are an important source of political information alternative to commu-
nication networks. This variable is a dummy one, where 1 denotes pay-
ing attention to TV news reports on the election and 0 otherwise. Third,
voting stability measures the respondent’s voting stability in the past
two adjacent elections: 1 for voting for the same political party in 1994
and 1998; 0 otherwise. Fourth, a voter’s most recent voting experience
is measured by respondents’ vote choice in the 2000 presidential elec-
tion: 1 for voting for DPP; 0 otherwise.

The additional control variables for the model of partisan defection,
according Beck’s original model, include retrospective view of eco-
nomic status, favorable evaluation of the incumbent, and favorable eval-
uation of the challenger. The evaluation of current economy status m e a-
sures how the respondents see the economy status quo compared to the
precious year (–1 for “worse,” 0 for “about the same,” and 1 for “bet-
ter”). Favorable evaluation of the incumbent performance is an index
from 0 to +3, based on a respondent’s general evaluations of the incum-
b e n t ’s performance, past governing performance of the opposing party,
and fitness for the job. Favorable evaluation of the challenger is a
dichotomous variable, measuring a respondent’s perception of the chal-
l e n g e r’s fitness for the job (1 for positive evaluation and 0 otherwise).

Data

The datasets used for this study are Taiwan’s Election and Democrati-
zation Study (TEDS) for the Taipei mayoral election (N = 1,216) and
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the Kaohsiung mayoral election (N = 1,227) in 2002.21 Election day
was December 7, 2002, and the survey was conducted from August 1,
2002, to April 31, 2003. The variables and questionnaire are exactly the
same across the two survey datasets.

Taiwan is a proper case for examining theories of partisan defec-
tion for four reasons. First, in general, Taiwanese voters involve them-
selves in political and governmental issues. For example, the voting
turnout rates in the 2001 and 2002 elections are over 70 percent; 45 per-
cent of voters during the 2001 congressional election (TEDS 2001) and
50 percent of voters in the 2002 city mayoral elections (TEDS 2002)
report that they sometimes discuss politics. Second, Taiwanese voters
have a high degree of freedom to choose resources of political infor-
mation. This environment makes Taiwan an appropriate case for study-
ing selective exposure to multiple news sources. Third, elections and
voting have become a routine part of the life of Taiwanese voters.
Before the survey for the 2002 mayoral elections, most adult Taiwanese
voters have directly elected their president for two terms and their con-
gressional legislators for three terms. Additionally, partisan defection is
likely to occur in Taiwan, because Taiwan has a tradition of “voting for
the person, not the party.”22 Fourth, Taiwan is moving closer to a two-
party system. The match between voter ideology and the offerings of
the parties inspires voter party attachments. Currently the six political
parties are aligning into two major political camps or coalitions by
national identity; the other smaller extreme political parties are being
marginalized. The difference between the two political camps is more
a matter of image than substantive difference. Both acknowledge the
legitimacy of the Republic of China (ROC) against the People’s Repub-
lic of China (PRC); the key difference is in the two camps’ strategic
approaches to the problem of defining the status quo.23

Using TEDS 2002 for this study has two advantages. First, many
variables in TEDS 2002 correspond to, or can be arranged to match,
both Zuckerman and his colleagues’ social structure theory of voting
choice and Beck’s social support thesis. Second, the two parallel
datasets allow a researcher to compare the difference between Taipei
voters and Kaohsiung voters in terms of vote switching and partisan
defection.

Note that a number of important variables about communication
networks and the control variables suggested by the literature are not
available in TEDS 2002, including the size of networks, the details of
discussants’ political background, economical and residential stability,
and ways of evaluating candidates and political parties.24
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Findings and Analysis

Because the dependent variable is dichotomous, the analysis requires
logistic regression and maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. This sec-
tion begins with an examination of the data, showing that the set of vot-
ers to which the first measurement applies does not overlap the set of
voters to which the second measurement applies. This comparison
implies that we need to use multiple measurements to study changes in
vote choices. This approach leads to the following results: (1) Taipei
voters who perceive incongruence within a communication network are
likely to switch their votes and defect from their party identification;
Kaohsiung voters who perceive this incongruence are likely to defect;
(2) Taipei voters who frequently discuss politics are less likely to defect
from their party identification.

The Difference Between the Two 
Measurements of Changes in Vote Choices

This article uses two measurements for vote changes: vote switching
and partisan defection. In Taipei, 13.3 percent of partisan voters
switched their votes, and 6.4 percent defected from their party identifi-
cation. In Kaohsiung, 17.1 percent of partisan voters in Kaohsiung are
switchers and 8.1 percent are partisan defectors. The analysis below
suggests that it is better policy to use multiple measurements than one
measurement for the regression analysis because the set of vote switch-
ers does not exactly overlap partisan defectors. In Taipei, 73.7 percent
of the defectors are switchers, while only 35.4 percent of the switchers
are defectors. Similarly, in Kaohsiung, 58.1 percent of the defectors are
switchers, and only 27.5 percent of the switchers are defectors.

If partisan defectors are the same as vote switchers, it is sufficient
to use either one as the measurement for the changes of vote choices.
But as Table 1 shows, partisan defectors are not necessarily vote
switchers. The first column shows that there is little difference between
KMT and DPP identifiers with respect to the percentage of vote switch-
ing within a city. However, the percentages of partisan defectors differ
across the parties and the cities. As the second column of Table 2
shows, in Taipei, DPP identifiers’ defection rate is higher (10.1) than
that of KMT identifiers (2.3), while in Kaohsiung, the defection rate of
DPP identifiers is lower (3.6) than that of KMT identifiers (8.3). The
difference between the two measurements suggest that using only one
measurement of vote choice will not provide the whole picture. There-
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fore, the analysis of changes in vote choices needs to rely on both
measurements. The dependent variable changes in vote choices will be
specified to vote switching and partisan defection.

Communication Networks and Vote Switching

Table 2 reports the logistic regression results for vote switching. The
dependent variable for this first study is vote switching. I replicate
Zuckerman and colleagues’ models and present them in the models
Taipei A and Kaohsiung A.25 The results agree with their argument that
voters who perceive a difference in their communication network mem-
bers’ party identification are more likely to switch their votes against
their past vote choices. The estimated patterns of the influence of polit-
ical party networks in Taipei and Kaohsiung on vote switching are sim-
ilar in sign and magnitude to what Zuckerman and colleagues found in
Britain.

In the models Taipei B and Kaohsiung B, additional variables are
added. Besides the significant influence of the perceived incongruence
within communication networks, the statistically significant coeffi-
cients shown in the model Kaohsiung B indicate three features of
Kaohsiung voters: they are more likely to switch their votes (1) if they
pay less attention to TV news, (2) if they have some prior experiences
of voting for different political parties, or (3) if they have higher edu-
cation levels. The first feature implies that Kaohsiung voters are more
selective in TV news than are Taipei voters. This difference does not
suggest that electoral campaigns do not matter in Taipei. Note that the
variable attention to TV election is not a measure for the exact effect of
campaigns but a measure of selective perception. Therefore, one will
see that partisan voters in Kaohsiung are more selective in perceiving
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Table 1 Switch and Defection Rate in Taipei and Kaohsiung by
Party Identification

Switch Rate (%) Defection Rate (%)

Taipei
KMT identifiers 11.3 2.3
DPP identifiers 13 10.1

Kaohsiung
KMT identifiers 15.4 8.3
DPP identifiers 15.1 3.6

Source: Taiwan Election and Democratization Study, 2002
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election TV news than partisan voters in Taipei. The second feature
implies that past voting experiences matter in stabilizing Kaohsiung
voters’ choices. Last, contrasted to their Taipei counterparts, partisan
voters in Kaohsiung who have higher education levels are more open
to changes in their votes. The following reports about partisan defec-
tion also support this difference.

Communication Networks and Partisan Defection

Unlike vote switching, which emphasizes the consistency of vote
choices over time, partisan defection refers to voting against an indi-
vidual’s party identification. Table 3 shows the results based on the two
measurements of partisan defection: defecting from a specific political
party and defecting from a political camp. Models Taipei A and Kaoh-
siung A use the first measurement of partisan defection and consider
only KMT and DPP identifiers, while Taipei B and Kaohsiung B use
the second measurement and focus on identifiers of the two political
camps, including identifiers of IP and TSU, whose national identifica-
tion are consistent with DPP (categorized as the Green camp), and the
identifiers of PFP and NP whose national identification are consistent
with KMT (the Blue camp).

Using two measurements for partisan defection makes little differ-
ence. The results of regressions using the second measurement corre-
spond to those using the first measurement. Additionally, partisan
defectors in Taiwan mainly come from the two major political parties,
KMT and DPP.

Table 3 shows that Taipei voters who seldom discuss the election
are more likely to change their vote choices. As the models Taipei A a n d
Taipei B suggest, for Taipei voters the relationship between frequent dis-
cussion and the likelihood of partisan defection is negative and statisti-
cally significant. If we compare the coefficients of the variable f re -
quency of discussing the election across Table 2 and Table 3, we see that
political discussion during the campaign season increases the likelihood
of partisan defection but does not increases the likelihood of vote
switching. Although this finding does not suggest a distinct North-South
d i fference, it is clear that discussing election is an important aspect of
Taipei voters’ political life during a campaign season, and that Ta i p e i
voters are very likely to align their voting choices with their party iden-
tification though political discussion. Moreover, the models Kaohsiung
A and Kaohsiung B in both Table 2 and Table 3 suggest that the inter-
action with communication networks influence Kaohsiung voters and
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their perception of diversity in their communication networks is very
likely to make them change their vote choices.

Conclusion and Discussion

Discussing politics within communication networks is an important
aspect of an individual’s political life, but how it influences voter pref-
erences remains undiscovered. An ideal picture of a deliberative
democracy is that the greater the involvement in political discussion,
the more likely voters will become open-minded and free from the con-
straints of partisanship. The finding of this article, based on the 2002
mayoral election in Taiwan, preliminarily challenges this perspective.

Both theories examined in this article address how interacting with
communication networks influences the changes in vote choice; but
they differ from each other with different definitions about vote
changes. Zuckerman and his colleagues’ structural theory of vote choice
focuses on vote switching (the changes in vote preference between two
elections), whereas Beck’s social support theory focuses on partisan
defection (the change of vote preference during the campaign season).

The theories suggest the circumstances under which the ideal of
deliberative democracy can be possible. The results of this study, which
correspond to previous findings, show that during the Taiwan 2002
mayoral election, the structural theory of vote choices explains Taipei
and Kaohsiung voters’ behavior of vote switching, while the social sup-
port theory (with weak statistical significance) explains Kaohsiung vot-
ers’ behavior of partisan defection.

This study also suggests that frequently discussing politics can
influence the stability of vote choices. For Taipei partisan voters, dis-
cussing politics frequently decreases the likelihood of partisan defec-
tion. This implies that Taipei partisan voters who interact frequently
with their communication networks are more likely to strengthen their
existing vote preferences.

I acknowledge that these findings are tentative and require more
investigation. The evidence is not very strong, and the North-South dif-
ferences may not be robust. However, these preliminary findings raise
a concern about whether the involvement in political discussion leads
to open-minded voters who base their vote choices on rational evalua-
tion of the quality of candidates and their stances on policy issues.
Especially when partisan voters have fewer chances to, or subjectively
choose not to, perceive political disagreement within their life, they are
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likely to remain partisan-minded. All these suggest that individuals are
not always rational decisionmakers in an election. In Taiwan, the per-
ception of the level of political disagreement within communication
networks constrains voters’ choices.

The findings of this study apply to partisan voters only. To further
examine if discussing politics within communication networks makes
voters more partisan-minded, future research needs to take into account
the following issues about operationalization of changes in vote
choices. First, the two definitions do not capture the situations where
voters are becoming more open-minded or more narrow-minded during
a campaign season. Second, the definitions do not show whether a
strong supporter of political party X becomes less supportive. In other
words, an individual’s vote choice that is coded as 1 or 0 does not
reflect the extent to which that voter becomes more open-minded and
ready for change. Third, by the two definitions, nonpartisan voters are
excluded.26 Moreover, partisan defection excludes the situations where,
for example, voters change from partisan voters to absent voters,
change from independent voters to partisan voters, or change from par-
tisan voters to voters casting waste ballots.
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